the existence of New Physics (NP) even beyond a twofamily ansatz . All these insights were essential ingredients in formulating what we call now the Standard Model (SM) -although it has to be said that at first they were often met with considerable skepticism .
While this Standard Model has so far yielded a consistent description, it is generally viewed as incomplete . This is based on the realization that it contains various mysteries. Central among them is the origin of mass in general and of fermions in particular, the existence of families and the very peculiar form of the KM matrix . CP violation is intimately connected with these mysterious features .
My basic contention is : a detailed and comprehensive analysis of beauty decays that includes meaningful studies of CP violation -provides novel and unique perspectives on fundamental mysteries of SM, -will very likely reveal NP and -will possibly be essential in formulating the "New Standard Model" .
In the remainder of the paper I will state "why beauty decays" are so special, summarize the "status quo", sketch the "next five years", rhapsodize about the "heroic period" and point to the "ultimate measurements" before concluding with an "outlook".
Why beauty?
The lifetimes of beauty hadrons are of order 1 ps, i.e . they are "long" according to two criteria : (i) Decay vertices of beauty hadrons can be resolved with available technologies once they move with sufficient velocity . (ii) Beauty decays are much more than Cabibbo suppressed : IV (cb) I 2 « sine BC . Since SM tree level transitions are thus reduced, the sensitivity to quantum effects and/or NP is considerably enhanced .
SM quantum effects are actually GIM enhanced since m,p > Mw . This generates "speedy" Bn-B°oscillations -Am(B)/F(B) > C(1) -and a relatively large branching ratio for B -K`y. As we have heard from Ali at this meeting [ 1 ] there exists an extremely rich phenomenology of B decays involving all three families, namely in semileptonic, radiative and other rare transitions.
The most fascinating aspect is that SM predicts, as reviewed here by Wyler [21, huge CP asymmetries of order few x 10% in some B decays due to the undiluted interplay of all three families and the high B°-B°oscillation rate .
This exciting phenomenology is predicted with fairly high theoretical reliability in some relevant cases at least. As discussed by Berger [3] , production rates for beauty hadrons should be predicted with reasonable accuracy . For some ratios of transition rates one can expect the major part of the hadronic uncertainties to drop out, like in Om(B,)/Om(Bd) -IV(ts)12 /1V(td)1 2 . Other decay rates can be expressed in terms of the basic parameters V(cb), V(ub), V(td) etc. with at least decent accuracy . Furthermore one can translate these parameterc predictions into numerical ones by employing 1 /mb expansions to extract the values of these parameters from semileptonic and radiative decays . However in doing so we better keep the advice of Maitre Le Yaouanc at heart [4] : the quark model is a wonderful device to develop our intuition and check our conjectures ; yet at the same time its proper application involves an artful evaluation of past experiences rather than a rigid scientific procedure -exactly like it is with good French cooking!
Status quo
One can discuss the status of hadronic beauty production like the well-worn story about the optimist/pessimist looking at a half-full/half-empty glass of wine : while CDF measures [ 5] a larger beauty cross section than predicted, I am not yet convinced that this represents an alarming problem for theory ; for proper perspective one should also keep m mind that the observed b-b correlations seem to follow the expected pattern.
The "average" beauty lifetime has been measured to be close to 1 .5 ps establishing that indeed I V(cb) l 0(sin2 Bc) rather than ti C)(sin0c) . This is a very important observation with far-reaching implications as men- I I B,gilNucl Table 1  Lifetime ratios for beauty hadrons   241 tioned above. Yet it should now assume the place of honour it richly deserves in the "museum of important measurements" . For once you have established that the "typical" beauty lifetime is indeed around 1 ps, any numerically more precise measurement of the average lifetime in an a priori unknown cocktail of beauty hadrons can certainly advance bragging rights, but not our understanding of the physics involved . For that purpose one has to extract the lifetimes of specified beauty hadrons, i.e . charged vs . neutral mesons vs. baryons. In Table 1 I juxtapose theoretical predictions obtained within QCD through an expansion in 1/mh with present data [6] .
A few comments are in order here: -To (formal) order 1/mn one predicts unequivocally 7(B-) > -r(Bd) . The quoted uncertainty reflects corrections of order I /mh that have not been determined ; also their sign is uncertain.
-It is very hard to see theoretically how 7(An) could differ from 7(Bd) by more than 10% .
-No theoretical disaster has occurred ; i.e., while the data are not sufficiently precise to establish the predictions, they are quite consistent with them . This constitutes a non-trivial semi-quantitative success, since the lifetime differences in the beauty sector indeed are much smaller than in the charm sector.
-/f future data establish a significant deviation from the predictions we would be faced with a serious theoretical conundrum. There is no "model" parameter that could freely be adjusted . One would quite naturally suspect that the deficiencies of our expansions arise mainly in the description of non-leptonic decays . There are actually two variants for such a conjecture : (a) 1/m() expansions are of no use in non-leptonic decays in general although they can be employed with profit in semileptonic decays . 
VI . SUMMARIES Once the top quark mass is known with good accuracy one can infer some information on I V(td) I It is intriguing to note that this delicate phenomenon is expected to yield the largest lifetime difference among B mesons . This could remain an academic observation since a difference as predicted by Eq . (3) is presumably too small to be observable . On the other hand the calculation underlying this estimate for Or (B,) is not "gold-plated" and could conceivably underestimate it significantly . Therefore one should endeavour to search for separate B, .h,n g and Bs,short lifetimes even if one can attain sensitivity only for a 50% or 100% difference . The cleanest method for such an analysis is probably to determine the B, lifetime in two different classes of decay channels, e.g ., ,r(B,-> fvD,(`)) -T(B, --, 00) 1
The KM parameters I V (cb) I and IV(ub) I can best be determined in semileptonic decays . There are two rather reliable methods available: (a) One can compare the measured inclusive semileptonic width for B mesons with the theoretical expression through order I /m,2,; that way one deduces [8] V(cb) 1=1 -0.0415 f 0.002 f experimental errors, (5) where I have specified the present theoretical uncertainty only. It is so small, since rsL(B) turns out to depend mainly on the mass difference Mb -m_ rather than on mh separately ; the heavy quark expansion allows the determination of this difference quite precisely from the observed values of the D(') and B(') masses .
(b) Measuring the exclusive channel B~fPD' as a function of the energy transfer and extrapolating to the zero recoil point, one extracts FB-D+ (0) 1 V(cb) 1 ; the most recent CLEO data yield [9] : FB-D . 
in good agreement with the value obtained from the inclusive analysis, Eq . (5) .
The situation is much more uncertain concerning IV(ub)/V(cb)1 : even once the exclusive mode B~evp has been measured, it will pose a formidable challenge to theory to extract a value for I V(ub)/V(cb)I as emphasized by Le Yaouanc [4] . As far as inclusive semileptonic B decays are concerned, we are in a better position -also because clear evidence for b -> u transitions has been found there. In analysing the inclusive lepton spectrum there is wide-spread consensus on the procedure to be followed : one picks one's favourite model -AC2M2, ISGW etc. -fixes its shape parameters from fitting the spectrum in B -> PvX, and applies it to the endpoint region from where one extracts IV(ub)/V(cb)l . Considerable progress has been made recently in putting this procedure onto a firmer theoretical foundation : it has been noted that a properly re-defined AC2M2 model represents a faithful (though not unique) realization of QCD for b -u (but not for b -; c) transitions [ 12] ; furthermore it has been noted that the shape of the lepton spectrum in B --> fpX. can be deduced from the photon spectrum m radiative B -yX, decays [13] . Rather reliable extractions of IV(ub)/V(cb)l will thus become possible in the future . Yet for the moment considerable uncertainties exist. I will use IV(ub)/V(cb) I -0 .05 -0 .11 , (7) however I am not convinced that even this range properly reflects the uncertainty.
The quantity sin 2,8 with ß denoting one of the angles in the KM triangle determines the SM CP asymmetry in the decay Bd/Bd -> 0Ks . Its size can be inferred from the measured value for the ratio EK/Am(Bd) with fairly little sensitivity to the value of m, -albeit with considerable theoretical uncertainties concerning the size of AB = 2 (and AS = 2) matrix elements : with xd -Am(Bd)/rb. Our present information on the shape of the KM triangle is summarized in Fig. 1 : the top of the triangle has to lie in the shaded area. One reads off without ado that none of the three angles is particularly small; the corresponding CP asymmetries are then predicted to fall in the range of few x 10%! Several actors will carry the drama of beauty physics during that period, namely CLEO 11, the LEP experiments, CDF and maybe D0 .
At the FNAL collider hadronic b production in the central region will be studied more precisely and conclusively.
Lifetime measurements will be refined and extended where the following levels of accuracy might be attained :
While the precision of these measurements presumably will not suffice to firmly establish the lifetime pattern as predicted in QCD, they will at the very least be valuable in that they probe for potential trouble. Let me make a side remark on a "cute" system, namely Bc -(bc) . It provides a rich spectrum of excitations that are calculable ; the Isgur-Wise function for the decay Beevo can be computed as well ; its overall decays reflect an The SM parameters will be determined with improved accuracy : 6m, -10 GeV, 81 V(cb) I < 5 %, 81 V(ub) I -10-20% and 81 V(td)I < 30% seem to be achievable . It is assumed here that I V(td) I has been extracted from a measurement of BR(K + -+ ar+vv) .
Measurements or bounds on B -+ aror vs . B -Kvr vs . B -KK will yield some clues on the weight of final state interactions, penguins etc.
The hadronic parameters fp and fp, might be extracted from D+ , D, -te + v with "useful" errors . This would allow us to calibrate the findings of QCD simulations on the lattice and to extrapolate to fB in a controlled way. Fig. 2 shows the KM triangle resulting from mt = 160 f 10 GeV, I V(ub) I /I V(cb) I = 0 .08 f 0.01 and fB = 140-240MeV. There emerge two disjoint shaded areas now, i.e . there are two disjoint allowed regions in parameter spaceunless one can decide between fB <_ 170MeV and fB >_ 210MeV (for the assumed values of the SM parameters) . Those two regions lead to quite different predictions on x namely x, -8-10 for the left shaded region and x, -17-25 for the right one (where 1 have assumed (fB,/ fBd)2 = 1 .1) .
B -K'e+e -, Ke+e -might be observed, B -> y+higher K resonances will be studied and the inclusive reaction B -yX, measured, the last item by CLEO 11 ; they will search also for direct CP violation in Bd -K+Tr -vs . fid --K-7r+ etc.
5.
The heroic period Finally I would like to comment on howproduction asymmetries, if present, can be employed with great profit . As we have heard from Berger, differences in the production of B and B mesons in pP collisions are expected to occur at a level of maybe up to 10%, but only in the extremely forward (or backward) region . Surprises, of course, could happen, i.e . larger production asymmetries could occur in wider parts of phase space, and I would rate them as mere sins against orthodoxy rather than outright heresies . As such one should -in the spirit of "peccate fortiter" -make use of them once they occur, irrespective of what they mean for the pure doctrine ; for they would remove the need for an independent flavour tag. Consider a beam of N + N neutral B mesons ; its decay into a CP eigenstate like OKs as a function of proper time t is given by rate (B ne°`-OKs ; t) oc e-1 t (1 + N -N sin 2,6 sin Omt) . 
N+N
That way one can check also for a detector bias. I am going to argue now that the LHC will satisfy essential needs in a complete program of beauty physics -even if all prior enterprises have succeeded as well as promised by their proponents . This judgement is based on three reasons, of which the last one is truly major:
(1) x, > 20 is quite possible (below I will cite some relevant examples) ; this range seems to be well beyond the reach of any pre-LHC enterprise .
(2) Detailed measurements of b -r s e' e-, d e+ P-transitions will require statistics that can be accumulated only at the LHC.
(3) As far as CP violation is concerned there are three possible outcomes for a dedicated program:
(A) No CP violation is observed in B decays! To be more specific : it is found that CP asymmetries in relevant B decays are at most a few percent. Since there exist three families, B°-B°oscillations proceed speedily and based on what we already know of the KM parameters, I regard this scenario as the least likely outcome. Yet in that case we would have established that the KM mechanism is not behind KL --> 7rar, that it is not even a significant factor there! It would force us to abandon the SM paradigm of CP violation and to attribute the observed CP violation in Kt . decays to the intervention of as yet unidentified NP, with two immediate consequences : (i) It would lead to the formulation of a baffling theoretical puzzle, namely "Why is there no significant KM source for CP violation?" . (ii) On the experimental side it would lend topical urgency to searches for different manifestations of CP violation in light-quark systems, such as the electric dipole moments of neutrons or electrons, the transverse muon polarization in K,u, decays, BR(KL -7~te+ e-) etc.
(B) Large CP asymmetries are found -but they are not (quite) consistent with the KM predictions! This scenariowhich I regard as the most likely outcome -will represent indirect, but unequivocal evidence for the intervention of NP in B transitions. Taken together with measurements of m«,p, Om(B,), BR(b -> sy), BR(b -se +e -) and hopefully BR(K + -~7r + vv) and BR(b -+ dy) it would provide us even with some definite clues about the nature of the NP involved . It would also allow us to check to which degree the KM mechanism contributes to KL -77r.
(C) Large CP asymmetries are found without evidence for NP -even when extrapolating down to KL decays! Also such a scenario would provide us with the seeds for more profound knowledge, since it addresses one of the most central mysteries of the Standard Model, namely the generation of fermion masses . After a comprehensive analysis of B decays the KM matrix will be known. Keep in mind that the KM matrix which arises due to a non-trivial diagonalization of the up-type and the down-type quark mass matrices, contains unique information over and above the six quark mass eigenvalues . Some attempts have been undertaken to construct the KM matrix in terms of the six quark masses by conjecturing a simple form of the quark mass matrices at a high (SUSY) GUT scale and then evolve it down to the hadronic scales probed in heavy flavour decays . Comprehensive studies of this kind have recently been given in Refs . [20, 21] ; 1 summarize their results for m, i,p = 180GeV in a way that is convenient for my discussion 6 (see Table 2 ) . I have assumed [BS f2(Bs)]/[Bdf2 (Bd)] = 1 .1 to translate V(ts)/V(td) 12 into xs /xd . The symbols A-E and 1-111 refer to different classes of mass matrices analysed in Refs . [20] and [211 . The details are not important here, and I anticipate considerable theoretical evolution to take place over the next few years; but I want to use these numbers to illustrate important benchmarks for the ultimate measurements :
-One better be able to probe B,-B, oscillations up to xs r., 40 or even beyond .
-Both sin 2/3 and sin 2a have to be measured -that is non-negotiable! -While one aims for a 20-30% accuracy for the first and second round measurements, the goal has to be to finally achieve a 5% precision or better to exploit the discovery guarantee to the fullest and to distinguish between the different scenarios.
-In addition one has to strive to perform as precise measurements as possible for B~yp, yin vs . B -yK', BP+e-7r/p/to vs . B -e + P-K/K' (including the e+ vs . espectra), B -> p, + ,et-, (T+T-) etc.
It is obvious that only the LHC has the "statistical" muscle to accumulate the necessary sample sizes. The challenge is : can the LHC develop the required "systematic" brain!
Outlook
A long and arduous, if not outright tortuous journey lies ahead of us . What should keep us going is the realization that the insights that will be gained from a comprehensive and detailed program of beauty physics -are of fundamental importance, -cannot be obtained any other way, and -cannot become obsolete . been discussing here . Some buildings, like the church or "La Merveille", are more spectacular than others, but it is the whole ensemble that makes Le Mont -like beauty physics -so unique and irresistible, and it is only because of the whole (data) base and foundation that the spire crowning the rock can point -to the New Standard Model! 
